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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1989
WE WILL HAVE A VIDEO SHOWING

"TREE FLIGHT"

This highly acclaimed film was produced by the International
Transport Workers Federation. It has been shown in many
countries. It was produced in five languages. We have been
fortunate in getting an early release in English.
What are the effects of de-regulation of air traffic?
Row do passengers benefit?

- What are the consequences for the country operating
"v

-

de-regulation?

How will it effect Australia with Its two airways policy?

What happens to the pilots?

Following the showing of _^the Video, we will have a wide-ranging
"t. discussion.
DATE:

SUNDAY - AFTERNOON 10 DECEMBER

TIME:

2.30 P.M.

VENUE:

The well-established and easily accessible

training room of the Vehicle Builders Union
61 'DRUMMOND STREET, CARLTON

Near the corner of Queensberry & Drummonds Streets

A very topical film, an important subject, discussion, light
refreshments.

Come along and join in the discussion.
All welcome.
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SOUTH SIDE

^ If

jM ras
SAYES COURT, DEPTFORD.
SEPTEMBER 10, 1889.
- B

Owing to the fact that the demaaida of the Corn Porters, Deal Porters, Granary
Men, General Steam Navigation Men,Permanent Men and General" Laboujers on
the South Side have been misrepresented, the above Committee have decided to
issue this Manifesto, stating the demands of the various sections now on Strike, anc
pledge themselves to support each section,in obtaining their demands.
deal POETERS of the Surrey CommerciaJ Dooke have already placed their domande before the Director*.

LtJMPERS(Outside)

the following Rate*, Tli: 1. lOd. per itandard for Deal*. 2. lid. per etaod.for all

Ooode rating from a X 4 to aJ X 7,or for rough board*. 3. 1*. per etd. for plain board*. Working day from 7 a.m. to 5

pjn., and *>».* no
.. ...

leave the "Red Lion ■'^corner before 6.45 i.m.

Overtime at the rate of 6d. per hour extra from 5

p./n. Lneluding meal tlmae.

OtparrOTBUVOTiTCSf (^«c5/3a) damanti Sd. per hour from 7am to 5 p m
manoe from B p.m. to 7 g.m. JPay to comioenoo from leoYtyi^

VooJ timu double

titt ik&EuUi of the. United Stevedores

'a m:

1*. per Vour o^rtlme. VOvertlme to com-

JLlon" corner.

be

to in t vcrr Vartinikr. *

paioN^or. tUolIdayo Jk

OVERSIDE CORN PORTERS (S.C.D.)' demand 15*.3d. per 100 qra. for Oat*. Heavy labour 17*.4d.
per 100 qr*. manual, or with nee of Steam 16*.ld. All overtime after 6 p.m. to be paid at the rate of jd. per qr. extra.

QUAY CORN PORTERS (S. C. D.) demand the return of Standard prices previous to March 1889, which had been
in operation for 17 years.

TRIMMERS AND GENERAL LABOURERS demand ed. per hour from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 8d. per
hour Overtime; Meal time* as usual: and not to be taken on for less than 4 hours.

-WEIGHERS & WAREHOUSEMEN demcad to be reinstated in their former positions without di.slinction. BERMONDSEY AND ROTHERHITHE WALL CORN PORTERS demand:
X. Permanent Men 30a. per week.

a. Casual Men fiatOd. per day and Ad, per hour Overtime; Overtime to commence at

6 p.m. kUal times as ustiaL

GENERAL STEAAI NAVIGATION MEl^demand:-1. wharf Men, Sd.per hour from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ind Sd. per hour Overtime.

2. In the Stream, 7d. per how

nary time, 9d. per hour Overtime.

3. In the Dock, 8d.

per how ordinary time, 1a par hour OveKime.

MAUDSLEY'S ENGINEER S MEN. Those receiving 21*. per week now demand 24s., and those receiving
24a per week demand 26*.

ASHBY'S, LTD., CEMENT WORKS demand 6d. par ton landing Coals and Chalk. General Labourers 10° j, rise of wages
all round, this making up for a reduction made 3 years ago.

^

GENERAL LABOURERS, TELEORAPH construction 'demand 4s. per day from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.. time and a quarter for
flp*t 2 hour* Overtime, and if later, time and a half for all Overtime." No work to be done in Meal Hours.
Signed #■ behalf of the Central Committee, Wade Ajmia,
BBM. TILLBTT,
JOHN BURNS,
TOM MANN.

H. H. CHAMPION,
JAS. TOOMEY.

Signed on behalf of the South tide Cevnmltvee,
JAJl. SULUrCHAS. H~

HUGH )

'c-'lra' S'.riii' C:nirr,::oe. tt/u

The dockers' strike of 1889. The Strike Committee's manifesto, issued in the foiirtli
week of the strike

A TRIBUTE TO ERIC FRY
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Commemoration of the Strikes of 1890

A Conference will be held in July-Angust 1990 to commemorate the
work of Eric Fry, as supervisor, writer and Labour History
Activist as well as commemorating the 1890 Maritime Strike and
its consequences.

. The Conference will be held at the University of Wollongong in

the mid-semester break of July-August 1990.

^

Bob Gollan probably will speak on Eric's contribution to Labour
History. Ex-students of Eric's"would also contribute. Papers
would be invited from selected people on diverse topics as well
as on the 1890 Maritime Strike.

It is hoped the either a

special issue of Labour History or a book of essays in Labour
History could be published following the Conference.

It is suggested that the following charges would apply:
$30 Individuals

$10 non-wage

Plus $20 for Conference Dinner

The great dockers' strike of 1889
Tom

Mann and John

Burns, both of the
5%

.
Amalgamated
^Society of Engineers,

>7

and both members of
the Social
Democratic
Federation:
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OnB'of the great marches through the City of London that
were organised by John Burns to compel the nation to give its
reluctant attention to the dockers' two principal claims: the
claim for the abolition of contract work, a chief cause of
sweated Jabour, and the claim for a minimum wage of sixpenc
? an hour—the "dockers' tanner".
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THE THIRD WAVE

Written by Abe David and Ted Wheelwright.
This is the first book produced by the Left Book Co-operative
Ltd.

What is the third wave? In our two hundred years, since 1788 we
were firstly dominated by British influence, not only of capital
but its complete way of life.
Each period of foreign
investment brings with it not only benefits and costs which can
be measured in economic terms.

It also brings aspects of its

country of origin. With the foreign investment comes its
managerial practices, its attitude to its labour relations and
the environment, its culture and its political idealogy. With
the British investment came "God, King and Country'", cricket.
roast beef and beer, Shakespeare, Dickens and Sherlock Holmes.
It brought a new way of life. It was not until John Curtin
turned for help to the United States during World War II that
there was any dint in its dominance. It was our first wave.
m'

Then we had United States dominance.
L.B.J.".

"All the way with

We followed the United States into Korea and Vietnam.

American culture dominated our life.

Now there is a third wave

of foreign investment. This third wave is reaching Australia at
a time when a new world order is emerging. Not only is
capitalism becoming more international but United States
dominance is waning and Asian capitalism, led by Japan, is
becoming the dominant power.
World capitalism will no longer be dominated by an
English-speaking country with a "western" culture.
What is our economic future?

Abe David and Ted Wheelwright

write "For a small economy of 16 million people located on the
edge of Asia inhabited by 3 billion people, notions that
Australia can survive only by: being "more competitive" is a
recipe for disaster.' In an era of global capitalism, very few,
if any, of the dominant institutions have their headquarters
here. New models of development and competition will have to be
found if Australia is to survive as an ecomomic entity."

This book is well produced with many inserts illustrating the

arguements in the book.

It has cartoons throughout the book.

It is clearly written and reasonably priced to reach a wide
audience. The price is $15. It was also translated into
Japanese and produced simultaneously in Japan. The print run
for the first edition was'•5,000 copies. Indications are that
the demand for the book will necessitate a second edition.

I hope that is so.

The Left Book Club Co-operative Ltd was formed by 700 people and
organisations across Australia who subscribed over $120,000 in

shares and donations to set up an independent publishing house.

The aim of the Co-operative is to challenge the philosophy and
policies of the wear Right and their corporate supporters.

The Third Wave is the first title from the Left Book Club -

Australia's new independent publisher - dedicated to exploring,
explaining and exposing the social and' political issues of the
day from a progressive perspective.

The Co-operative's democratic structure gives each member one

vote however many shares are held (shareholdings range from $20
to $2500).

Postal ballots of all members elect its board of

directors and will decide major policy issues when required.
The Co-operative welcomes new share holders.

The minimum

individual shareholding being $50 for those getting full wages,
$20 for others and $100 for organisations.
Membership or other inquiries:

In Victoria:

Left Book Club Co-operative Ltd, PO Box 3,
Flinders Lane Post Office, Melbourne, Victoria,
3001.

Phone (03) 654 6947

In New South Wales

PO Box 282, Sutherland, NSW, 2232
Phone (02) 527 3591

swoo
AUSTRALIA can expect a new
wave of up to $15 billion in indirect
Japanese investment during the
next few years, one of the most

powerful
japan's

decision-mhkers
finance

industry
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Tokyu's proposed Pan Pacific Hotel: To be built in Sydney on the Anthony Horderns site
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VICTORIAN MINISTRY FOR THE ARTS

A REPLY TO OUR INQUIRY

In the Recorder No.159 issued in October we published a letter
to the Hon. Evan Walker M.L.C. in which we inquired as to the
future of the State Library. We received the following letter
which was are glad to publish:
Dear Mr Edmonds

Thank you for your letter of 11 September•1989, on behalf of
the Australian-Society for the Study of Labour History,
concerning the State Library of Victoria-.

Firstly, let me assure you that the Victorian Government has
no plans to abolish the Legal Deposit requirements under
which the State Library receives free copies of all material
published in Victoria. In fact, the recently introduced
Libraries Act 1988 extends the scope of legal deposit to
cover publications such as computer software, phonographic
and CD recordings, and databases such as those recorded on
CD-ROM. Under this legislation the State Library will in
due course be adding these media to the traditional types

already extensively collected.

With regard to the State Library Redevelopment Project, it
is worth noting that the fifteen year horizon to which you
refer in your letter is one which is being used as an
initial benchmark. Storage efficiency, such -as the use of
electronic compactus and other advanced storage systems,
will effectively provide the equivalent of a much larger
traditional library space. The overall Project doubles the
area currently available to the Library, allowing for

significant increases in staff and public spaces.
The Government is confident that the refurbished and

upgraded facility will meet the requirements of the people
of Victoria well into the twenty-first century.

Yours sincerely

Evan Walker, M.L.C.
Minister for the Arts
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AN APPEAL FOR FUNDS TO HONOUR PIONEERS
RESTORATION OF THE GRAVES OF THE 8-HOUR PIONEERS

The grave-stones of the two leaders of the movement for an

eight-hour day in the Melbourne General Cemetary, sadly, are in
need of refurbishing and renovating.

We have started a fund towards restoring the grave-stones of
both Stephens and Galloway.

Four Unions have given us considerable funds.
to them.

We are grateful

They are;
a

The Shop Distributors and Allijbd Employees Association
The Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees Union
The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia and

The Printing and Kindred Industries Union
We thank the Unions for their assistance.
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DIVIDED WE FALL, 1908

In the twenty years after 1900 Broken Hill probably witnessed
more parades than any other Australian community. The
popularity of the large processions reflected the strength and
unity of the town's organisations - and the general militancy
fostered by its harsh conditions. The photograph shows^the
large turnout of marchers and spectators for the unions ^^^ht
Hours' Day parade in October 1908. 'United We stand. Divided We
Fall" was a popular union slogan.

■Si:
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ORGANISE! LABOUR - A VISUAL RECORD": Lenore Layman and
•
Julian Goddard: Trades and Labour Council of Western Australia-

Hutson^^^' Paperback; Price not given. Reviewed by Jack
This book together with "Another Day Another Dollar" as it i^ on
the same subject for the introduction states:

This book records the struggle of the working people for a
labour organisation in its various forms: the banners,
better life. It does so by exploring the visual record of

regalia, pennants and streamers, emblems and badges,
' P^i^Phlets, cartoons and journals, films,
paintings and drawings, and photograph® which workers

together have made and used. Collected in this way, these
forms are an expression of Estern Australian workers'

efforts to organise, to educate and to agitate, in order to
improve their working and living conditions.

These are

workers' images of themselves and their goals rather than

observers' comments on the condition of the working class."

FAIR PL^™p
.JUST ICE

flQ Q.IVm

A photograph of a portion of the crowd of 10,000 which gathered at the Kalgoorlie Recreation

.. Reserve on 26 November 1899 to protest at the treatment of alluvial diggers, particulariy the

imprisonmei^t ofsome of them. The cause of the alluvialists was already lost For them fair

j PLAY FAIR LAWS AND JUSTICE TO ALL-was a vain hope.
each one is given the

Although the treatment is different-

as

t-ha

n. •

it is another valuable contribution'to labour MsLrv^^^"*®

on the publication of such a will puodulll

The author also states on page 30 that:

PAGE -9

"Working class culture remains one of the oldest, most
enduring of Australia's cultural history. Its origins
predate the extablishment of most Australian cultural

institutions while unionism, through its banners, provided

art gallery^"

aesthetic vision of society prior to any

That those statements are not an exaggeration is shown by the
contents of this book. The text is broken down into short
cnapters on some aspects of trade union history. They are
over 150 illustrations taken from many sources,
which show the variety of the culture.

Working Lives in
Australian History
This book IS a valuable and interesting contribution to labour
history by putting on public record information that otherwise
would remain hidden in archives. The author is to be

congratulated on the excellent representation of the fascinating
material, as well as the Museum of Victoria and the Australian
Council of Trade Unions which jointly published it.

Andrew Reeves points out that the cultural activity of the trade
unions fluctuated over the years, and that a resurgence
commenced about 1970. His book was not designed to deal with
tnat as it was not its purpose.

However, it is worthwhile

taking a quick look at just a few features of that resurgence to
show the welcome revival of a long tradition. (Material for
another book here!)

One feature is the appointment of Arts Officers by the ACTU and
Trades and Labour Councils to implement arts programmes.

Another is the commissioning by trade unions of the painting of
murals and banners. Another is the sponsorship of a poets tour

of factories; the organisation of the exhibition of sketches of

a musical play on the life of Paul Robeson

-called Deep Bells Ring , sponsored by the Building Workers

naustrial Union; and a play '-Sweeping.Statements" about the

' Wo?kers^UnioS

cleaners, sponsored by the Miscellaneous

In March 1988 the ACTUA and the Victorian Trades Hall Council
initiated a National Art and Working Life Month to coincide with
Congress of the International Confederation Of Free

M ""^o'^s.held in Melbourne. it also jointly produced with

SS^k'^^rrs^Lua^^"'"

exhibition on the changing nature of

The Australian Council is an independent body for funding
cultural activities. It has had an Art and Working Life
Programme, the aim of which is to encourage and fund arts
ac ivities that reflect worker's lives and experiences.

The Council is sometimes attacked by right wing elements
money are granted to trade unions for

political and propaganda purposes, which is far from being the

case. Such critics obviously have not seen any work in

which in many cases is noisy or dirty or boring ,or

all three and supports their comfortable life style. The

activities by trade unions offers some relief

rrom that depressing working environment.

iij

History: Andrew Reeves: McCulloch Publishing: 105 pagesPaperback: Price not given. Review by Jack Hutson.

Nobody would deny that trade unions are an important and

iS a^poir^onL°^ Australian society, although their public image
i

Over their long history the trade unions have developed a
distinctive culture of their own which is mainly unknown by the

general public. As the author states in his introduction:

"Australian unionism sustains a rich culture, one reflected
through a distinct literature and a variety of artefacts and
objects. The latter provide unique insights into the

practices and traditions of the union movement and represent
the continuity that is the hallmark of Australian unionism."
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Mincrs fLxinf^ a rock borer at the
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WHERE MAY DAY
STARTED

V

On Centenary
of Chicago Events
in May 1886
RED ROSES FOR HEROES

C/3

by ANATC3LY REPIN

i

; There is a very special spot in Chicago which American workers

CO

revere in the same way as their French counterparts revere the
Mur des Federes (Wall of Communards) in the Pere-Lachaise
Cemetery in Paris. This place is on right hand side of the

central lane in the Forest Home Cemetery in Chicago, where there

is a marble monument erected to the hereoes of the very first
May Day.

It is a sacred place for American labour.

It was exactly the

same site which was visited by Eugene Debs, a prominent
socialist leader of workers, just after his release from the
Woodstock Jail where he had been imprisoned for six months for

being the leader of the Pullman strike of 1894. He came to
visit this revered spot to brood over his speech to be delivered
to half a million people who were awaiting him in the centre of
Chicago. another prominent figure of the American Trade Union
Movement in the beginning of the 20th century was William
Haywood who said about his first visit to the monument to the
Haymarket Heroes, that he burst into tears when he saw it
because they were closer to him than his blood relatives from

the time he was a young boy and followed in detail their trial
and execution.

The monument to the Chicago martyrs, which was erected in 1893

thanks to money collected by workers, has virtually become a
cornerstone of a certain pantheon to heroes of the American
working class. Near the monument there are modest tomI)stones

with the names which are the pride of the American labour

movement: William Foster, Eugene Dennis, Elizabeth Gurley Flinn,

Alexander Trachtenberg, Lucy Parson, Frank Pellegrino and many
others.

Two more great names are invisibly linked here:

Joe

Hill, a workers' tribune and singer, who was sentenced to be
shot after the frame-up in Utah in 1915, stated in his will to

scatter some portion of his ashes near the monument to the May
Day heroes; the same was bequeathed by William Haywood who died
in Moscow in 1928 - one part of his ashes rests in the Red
Square in Moscow and the rest of his ashes are placed near the
grave of the Chicago martyrs.

This place is visited every year on the last Sunday in April by
Chicago trade union activists and representatives of the

Illinois Labor History Society and other organizations to pay
homage to those brave workers and lay red roses on the monument
to the sounds of the Marseillaise. The same tune, the

Marseillaise, was heard on November 13, 1887, when Chicago
workers were paying their last respects to their
comrades-in-arms whose grave was covered with red roses.

grim events of 1886 are alive in people's minds today.

The
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